Historic Oregon
Glaciers Photographs
We are looking for photographs you may have of Oregon glaciers that predate 2010. Ideally,
these photographs would be from the summer to fall and hopefully late summer to mid fall
(August to October). These photographs will help the Oregon Glaciers Institute reconstruct
glacier change over the last century. From these data, models can be constructed to forecast
glacier viability in the face of global warming.
We provide a list of glaciers we are interested in below as well as locations of these glaciers in
the following maps. Maps below are from: www.glaciers.us.
The preferred file format is a .jpg (or .jpeg), whether from a digital camera or scanned film or
slides; other formats will still be much appreciated. If you have physical photographs but no
means of scanning them, please contact us to determine how to proceed with converting the
photograph to digital. Along with the file, please include the location from which the picture was
taken (preferably latitude and longitude), which glacier is in the picture, and date of the
photograph. Please submit photographs to orglaciersinst@gmail.com
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While not mapped or recognized by the U.S. Geological Survey or U.S. Forest Service, we
could use photographs of Jack glacier that used to exist along Canyon Glacier trail on the east
side of Three Fingered Jack.
We are also interested in photographs of Benson Glacier on Eagle Cap in the Wallowa
Wilderness.

Mt. Hood: Zigzag, Palmer, White River, Newton Clark, Eliot, Langille, Coe, Ladd, Glisan, Sandy,
Reid

Mt. Jefferson: Jefferson Park, Russell
Note photographs of Waldo and Whitewater are also needed but we note that these glaciers are
not along traditional hiking routes.
Similarly, photographs of now-gone glaciers of Milk Creek and Timberline are also needed. Their
locations are indicated by red (Milk Creek) and green (Timberline) arrows below.

Milk Creek

Timberline

North Sister: Linn, Villard, Thayer, Collier
Middle Sister: Hayden, Diller, Irving, Renfrew
South Sister: Clark, Lewis, Prouty, Carver, Skinner, Eugene, Lost Creek

Broken Top: Crook, Bend, the glacier that deposited in the moraine that makes No-Name lake
(location indicated by red arrow on map).
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